We behave rationally most of the time, but lose our rationality completely at times to overpowering emotions without any logic. We use our mind for creative purposes in myriads of ways. In such universal behaviour of the species as a whole, the characteristic signature and stamp of evolution can be clearly and unmistakably recognised.
S OME three and a half billion years ago, life had arisen through a process of abiogenesis from non-life matter. Out of the thick chemical soup of huge molecules in the primordial ocean of the Earth, a single molecule made its singular transition across the barrier between non-life and life, by learning to self-replicate thereby triggering the entire process of life.
Since then, evolution has produced an astounding and amazing variety of species in plants and animals, of unbelievable size, shape, colours, power and complexity, fi lling the planet with 'life's ever branching and beautiful ramifi cations', as Darwin put it, and culminating fi nally in the Homo sapiens.
Evolutionary biologists believe that consciousness was an offshoot of this process of biological evolution only. German biologist Ernst Mayr had said, "It is quite certain that human consciousness did not arise full-fledged with the human species, but is only the most highly evolved end point of a long evolutionary history." Biologists believe that evolution has produced consciousness as one of many techniques for 'fruitfully processing external stimuli'.
Many historical accidents, genetic mutations and evolutionary experiments have produced our consciousness. The evolutionary account of the origin and development of consciousness remains, in fact, one of the most powerful and consistent theories of consciousness. Our biological evolution came to an end many millennia ago, and we can now only evolve in consciousness.
Each child of evolution exhibits consciousness in varying degrees. Trees respond to sunlight and gravity, and also have senses and feelings that can be detected and measured. This argument is equally applicable to algae, fungi, lichens and bacteria.
In the animal world, some animals have specifi c senses much more developed than even humans. Insects have compound eyes with thousands of separate lenses vis-à-vis the single eyes of mammals and birds; dogs and snakes have acute sense of smell much stronger than humans or other animals; dolphins, whales, and bats can navigate and track their prey using echo location; fi shes have 'Lateral Line' -a precision organ along their sides that allows them to sense movements through water at long distances, which they use to evade the predators; birds can see in the ultraviolet and sense the Earth's magnetic fi elds for navigation and migration purposes. There are hundreds of similar examples.
Similarly, intelligence in varying degrees is shared and displayed by a wide variety of mammals; some animals including the primates possess remarkable degrees of intelligence -they are also able to communicate effectively among themselves, even though they may not possess a complex language like ours. Animals also display emotion towards their offspring; domesticated animals display recognition, bonding and emotion towards their owners.
Evolutionary biologists try to answer the question: when and why, and through which processes, has consciousness evolved? Is it an adaptation driven by Darwinian natural selection, or is it a by-product of evolution? Consciousness obviously evolved at a much later stage in the course of evolution from 'non-conscious processes', hence these questions acquire signifi cance.
American cognitive scientist Dennett identifi es three evolutionary processes that in his opinion have produced consciousness. First is the development of the instinct for preservation of interest of an organism in self-replication, or the selfishness of an organism. British evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins proposed in The Selfi sh Gene (1976) , that genes are not selfi sh in the sense that they are not driven by any motive, but genes that are passed on to the offspring of any organism are the ones that only serve their own implicit interest in being replicated, not necessarily those of the organism.
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This selfi shness motivates it to protect itself against unforeseen dangers by sensing its environment, thus the next natural and logical step -the second evolutionary process concerned with the development of consciousness -was to develop a nervous system that progressively became more and complex to track, anticipate and protect itself from the environmental dangers and to gain control over it. For instance, as Dennet writes in Consciousness Explained: "The clam's shell is fi ne armor, but it cannot be kept closed; the hard-wired benefi ciaries of information, they became 'informavores', 'hungry for information about the world they inhabited'.
As Dennett says, this evolutionary development led to the distribution of labour inside the brain, between the dorsal and ventral brains. While the dorsal brain took up the task of collision detection -continuous scanning of the environment to identify approaching or receding objects so as to avoid collision and also for the other reasons, the four F's of fi ght, fl ight, mate or feed -the ventral brain specialised in identifying the objects with all their details through a relatively slower process of analysis of the information gathered.
In primates, this "specialisation evolved further into the celebrated right -hemisphere/left hemisphere specialisations: the global, spatiotemporal right hemisphere, and the more concentrated, analytic, serial left hemisphere".
Humans and chimpanzees had shared a common ancestor some 6 million years ago before they drifted apart genetically. Since that fateful time, over the course of endless millennia of evolution, human brains have grown to about four times the size of the brains of their closest cousins. The evolutionary increase in the relative size of the brain, and hence complexity, involving a shift of function from non-cortical parts of the brain to the cortex was essentially completed some 150000 years ago, much before the development of language and its attendant complexities.
Most of our cognitive developments took place during the last 40000 years, and these developments hence could not have been due to anything other than the newly acquired ability of the brain to learn continuously, even while committing mistakes.
This physical evolutionary process was accompanied by an equally powerful process -linguistic and cultural evolution. This was preceded by what Dennett calls the process of "autostimulation", the onset of 'thinking'. Cultural evolution, the third important evolutionary development towards consciousness, was but a natural corollary.
Human consciousness is thus a product not only of natural selection, but also of linguistic and cultural evolution. Just as gene was the unit for genetic evolution, Dennett uses the term 'meme' as the hypothetical unit that propagated this cultural evolution. Just as the genes or DNA molecules replicate and thus carry the evolutionary process forward through such refl ex that snaps the shell shut is a crude but effective harm anticipator/avoider".
With the evolution of multicellular organisms, cells specialised in sensing light, sound, heat, vibration etc. emerged. These cells would gradually evolve into sensory organs. With the development of sensory organs, the organism's ability to gather information from the environment increased exponentially. To make the information gathering system increasingly more sophisticated, the sense organs had to become more and more complex.
Eyes, apart from being sensitive to light, also react in different ways to different frequencies, and can detect the source of incoming light. Ears became complex; larynx, or the vocal apparatus evolved with language. The brain also evolved side by side, and as the cerebral cortex matured in its structure, functional areas specialised in different tasks would evolve. Language, emotion, feelings memory, attention, recognition, intention, etc. would emerge gradually in the process and impart a new dimension to the cognitive aspects of human existence. To integrate all the information gathered through the senses, the nervous system evolved in all its complexity. The canvas of consciousness was thus slowly getting fi lled with many ingenuous new devices.
The developed eyes and ears and other sense organs allowed the primates or early hominids an uninterrupted scanning of the world. The result, as Dennett says, was "the birth of curiosity or epistemic hunger". From gatherers and constructing an attention schema-a constantly updated set of information that describes what covert attention is doing moment-by-moment and what its consequences are."
The schema is an abstraction; just as a car driver doesn't need to understand the internal working of the engine in order to be able to drive, the attention schema also does not need to know the neuronal processes in order to shift covert attention to different subjects. This, according to Graziano, is the origin of consciousness: "We say we have consciousness because deep in the brain, something quite primitive is computing that semi-magical self-description."
From "Cogito Ergo Sum" of Descartes, we have come a long way to realise that the conscious mind encompasses extremely complex layers of information including memories, knowledge and awareness about self as well as the external world lying all around us. Awareness and sentience are but adaptive strategies that are highly functional, and consciousness has followed an evolutionary trail.
We behave rationally most of the time, and lose our rationality completely at times to overpowering emotions without any logic. We reckon the endless possibilities of the mind, and use them for creative purposes in myriads of ways. In such universal behaviour of the species as a whole, the characteristic signature and stamp of evolution can be clearly and unmistakably recognised. D r. Govind Bhattacharjee is a senior civil service offi cer and a popular science writer. His book "Story of Evolution" has been published by Vigyan Prasar and another book, "Story of Universe" is under printing with Vigyan Prasar.
replication, memes also are simple ideas that constitute 'a unit of cultural transmission, or a unit of imitation'.
Thus, as Dennett says, "All three media -genetic evolution, phenotypic plasticity and memetic evolution -have contributed to the design of human consciousness, each in turn, and at increasing rates of speed."
Another evolutionary explanation comes from Michael Graziano, Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience at Princeton University. Graziano developed the Attention Schema Theory (ATS) in 2011 suggesting that consciousness arose to help the nervous system handle the information overload more effi ciently, in response to which the brain evolved mechanisms for processing a few select signals at the expense of others. Consciousness is thus "the ultimate result of that evolutionary sequence" which is present in a range of vertebrate species. Graziano defi nes the mechanism of this as "selective signal enhancement", in which neurons compete with each other all the time and signals emitted by a select group of neurons suppress other neuronal signals and become the dominant determinant of animal behaviour.
A study of the nervous systems across the animal kingdom will help understand how this process had evolved over time. The hydra, a small relative of jellyfi sh, has a very simple nervous system, actually a nerve net that gives a uniform response when poked anywhere; it shows no sign of "selectively processing some pokes while strategically ignoring others". Hydra had split from other animals about 700 million years ago; hence selective signal enhancement must have evolved well after that.
The arthropod eye, in contrast, "sharpens the signals related to visual edges and suppresses other visual signals, generating an outline sketch of the world". This advances selective enhancement dates to about 600 million years ago, when a complex, multicellular life was beginning to evolve. The central coordinating mechanism of the brain was still far away in evolution, but the next evolutionary advance was a centralized controller that could coordinate between the senses -an area in the top of the brain called 'tectum' meaning 'roof' in Latin, developed in all vertebrates, but absent in the invertebrates, from which we can bracket its evolution to around 520 million years ago, when the fi rst vertebrates had evolved and were competing with a multitudes of invertebrates in the oceans during the Cambrian Explosion.
With the evolution of reptiles around 300 million years ago, a new brain structure called the 'wulst' emerged. The human cortex has its origin in the reptilian wulst. Brain has always been an add-on mechanism and evolved by adding on new devises to the existing ones. The cortex is nothing but an upgraded tectum and we still have it buried under the cortex; it continues to perform the same functions as in fi sh and amphibians.
The cortex now started taking in the sensory signals and coordinated sensory movement with much more fl exibility. In addition to directing 'overt attention' in response to sensory signals coming from a source that was the primary purpose of the tectum, cortex now evolved 'covert attention', giving the brain the ability to shift attention to a different object or to information stored in memory or to a 'thought', mediated via the neurons, synapses, and signals.
As Graziano says, "Covert attention is the virtual movement of deep processing from one item to another. The cortex needs to control that virtual movement….it does so by
